
ARGUMENT ANALYSIS 
RUBRIC 

20 Ideas 

 Focuses on the claims made in the chosen essay and how well they are 
supported. 

 Identifies the main claim of the argument and how the minor claims 
combine to support it, labeling them as fact, value, or policy claims. 

 Analyzes reasons and evidence supporting each claim by showing how 
they prove the claim (recent? relevant? reliable? accurate?) and 
analyzing how any concessions and counterarguments also help to 
prove the claims. 

20 Organization 

 Title attracts reader and gives an idea of the subject and thesis. 

 Introduction engages the reader, gives brief context and main claim of 
the chosen essay, and presents a strong thesis statement about the 
essay’s arguments. 

 Thesis statement outlines the organization of the paper. 

 Order of paragraphs, examples, etc follows logically, keeping similar 
ideas together and building off previous ones. 

 Paragraphs transition, state topic of paragraph, introduce evidence, 
state evidence, analyze evidence, and stress the point (so what?).  

 Conclusion caps the paper and suggests implications, such as what the 
author’s strategies (reasons/evidence, concessions, counterarguments) 
teach us about argumentation or how analyzing the claims of the essay 
aids understanding and appreciation. 

15 Voice 



 Tone elicits interest but stays formal and objective (not reactive). 

 Maintains focus on the claims (not opining about author’s subject). 

 Voice is strong and confident in explaining ideas to the reader, 
introducing quotes and their purpose, and following every quote with 
analysis. 

15 Word Choice 
 Accurately names argument strategies (concessions, etc). 

 Precise word choice illustrates the depth of ideas and analysis. 

 Diction is clear and concise. 

15 Sentence Fluency 
 Each sentence builds and focuses the argument with known and new 

information to transition smoothly from one to the next. 

 Sentences are clear and concise. 

 Sentence length and structure varies to create a natural rhythm. 

15 Conventions 
 Your name, instructor’s name, class, and date (each on own line) are in 

top left corner of first page, followed by title centered below, and the 
paper begins right under the title. Your last name and page number 
appear in the top margin in the right corner of each page.  

 Everything is double-spaced.  Extra spaces are avoided unless to signal a 
section break. 

 Quotations are followed by a paragraph number in parentheses 
(citation). 

 Fills at least two pages to the bottom with one-inch margins and size 
twelve Times New Roman font. 

 Includes effective use of semicolons, colons, dashes, parentheses, the 
various comma structures, quotation marks, and apostrophes. 

 
100 Total Points  


